VOC = Volatile Organic Compounds  HAPs = Hazardous Air Pollutants

**BRAKE CLEANERS**
are high in VOCs and HAPs

**VOCs**
contribute to smog*

**SMOG AND HAPs**
affect health
- e.g. central nervous system damage,
- headaches, asthma, respiratory problems, cancer and reproductive risks

**HEALTH EFFECTS**
of breathing VOCs and HAPs put your workers at risk

*Omaha is close to going over the EPA’s limit for smog

**USE AND SELL CLEANER, GREENER BRAKE CLEANER OPTIONS!**
See reverse for best products and practices
BEST PRODUCTS

SUPERCLEAN
DEGREASER

CLEAN-RITE
PURPLE POWER
4315PS

ZEP TUFF GREEN
0650

OIL EATER
CLEANER
DEGREASER
AOD3235362

BEST PRACTICES

Look for products that say Non-Chlorinated Low VOC 50 State Compliant Non-Chlorinated

Stay away from chlorinated or non-flammable brake cleaners

For more information contact Jean Waters
jwaters@unomaha.edu  |  402.250.0999
Search “NBDC Sustainability”